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Ezra Pound is one of the most significant poets of the twentieth century, 
a writer whose poetry is particularly notable for the intensity of its lin-
guistic qualities. Indeed, from the principles of Imagism to the polyph-
ony of his Cantos, Pound is central to our conception of modernism’s 
relationship with language. This volume explores the development of 
Pound’s understanding of language in the context of twentieth-century 
linguistics and the philosophy of language. It draws on largely unpub-
lished archival material in order to provide a broadly chronological ac-
count of the development of Pound’s views and their relation to both his 
own poetry and modernist writing as a whole. Beginning with Pound’s 
contentious relationship with philology and his antagonism towards ac-
ademia, the book traces continuities and shifts across Pound’s career, 
culminating in a discussion of the centrality of language to the con-
ception of his Cantos. While it contains discussions around significant 
figures in twentieth-century linguistic thought, such as Ferdinand de 
Saussure and Ludwig Wittgenstein, the book attempts to recover the 
work of theorists such as Leonard Bloomfield, Lucien Lévy-Bruhl, and 
C.K. Ogden, figures who were once central to modernism, but who have 
largely been pushed to the periphery of modernist studies. The picture 
of Pound that emerges is a figure whose understanding of language is 
not only bound up with modernist approaches to anthropology, politics, 
and philosophy, but which calls for a new understanding of modernism’s 
relationship to each.
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Why does it matter what Ezra Pound thought about language? There 
are three reasons: first, because Pound has been paradigmatic to our 
understanding of modernism since he first published ‘A Few Don’ts 
by an Imagiste’ with its famous definition of the image as ‘that which 
presents an intellectual and emotional complex in an instant of time’, 
a definition which remains seminal to our understanding of what it is 
that the language of poetry does.1 Second, because the broader para-
digm of  twentieth-century letters, whether literature or philosophy, is 
 language, and Pound was not only contemporaneous with many of the 
great  conceptual shifts in the understanding of language, but he was 
at the forefront of a literary culture which embraced and rejected them 
in equal measure. Third, because Pound’s work offers an alternative to 
structuralist and post-structuralist accounts of literary language, with 
their  focus on the nature and structure of the linguistic sign. The termi-
nologies and frameworks of post-Saussurian accounts of language have 
brought  numerous advances to our subject, but there is a sense in which 
they strain against the material when we use them to study modernism. 
By looking at Pound’s life and work in relation to contemporaneous de-
bates in language, we can lay a foundation for an understanding of mod-
ernist accounts of language which allows greater commerce  between 
criticism and texts. With regard to poetic language, Pound writes in 
‘A Serious Artist’ (1913): ‘you can be wholly precise in representing a 
vagueness’ (LE, 44). The purpose of this book is to outline why that 
might be the case, and to explore the problems it raises.

Pound’s life (1885–1972) covered a period of literary and philosoph-
ical history in which faith in language, as opposed to the metaphysical 
ideas or the external reality it supposedly mediated, became a central 
aspect of philosophical enquiry. Pound’s unique and significant voice 
provides crucial insight into the way in which we can understand the 
relationship between language and literature in the twentieth century; 
this by virtue of both his extensive and complex oeuvre and his historical 
vantage point. Pound was not only a significant poet in his own right, 
but was a central node in the modernist nexus. There are numerous 
problems in attempting to understand the trajectory of Pound’s career 
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in relation to the most famous writers on language in the twentieth cen-
tury, chief among them that Pound was notoriously idiosyncratic in his 
choice of sources. Were scholars to put together a reading list of key 
texts of twentieth-century linguistic and philosophical thought, it would 
be unlikely that Pound would have read many of the works listed. The 
difficulty for Poundian scholarship has been finding a balance between 
doing justice to Pound’s views on his own terms and relating this to 
wider modernist and historical debates. One of the major problems in 
historicising Pound is the diversity of his interests and his own view of 
history as an equilibrium. As he claims in The Spirit of Romance (1910), 
he wanted an approach which would ‘weigh Theocritus and Mr Yeats 
with one balance’ (SR, 8). Where he found no satisfactory answers in his 
own time, he would reach back into the past and consider the point as no 
less current. His use of Dante’s De Vulgari Eloquentio, the Confucian 
odes, or his attempt to recover certain methodologies of scholasticism 
all demonstrate this approach to history. From the point of view of the 
historian of twentieth-century letters, Pound is a somewhat frustrating 
figure. His preference for obscure or underappreciated figures leads to us 
finding not Edmund Husserl, Friedrich Nietzsche, Ferdinand de Sauss-
ure, or Ludwig Wittgenstein, but instead Ernest Fenollosa, C.K. Ogden, 
Leo Frobenius, and George Santayana. However, it is essential that we 
understand his relation to the major figures of modernist thought. This 
leaves the historian with two options: first, to understand the ways in 
which Pound responds to the same concerns and debates as his contem-
poraries; second, to understand affinities between Pound and his con-
temporaries in terms of common roots and sources.

In order to understand Pound’s role in twentieth-century debates 
around language, it is worth first sketching some of the key ideas in 
the period in which he lived. The late nineteenth century had seen the 
emergence of a series of challenges to the apparently long-held epistemo-
logical and cultural assumptions of Western philosophy, and language 
was no exception. From Friedrich Nietzsche’s and Soren Kierkegaard’s 
challenges to Western metaphysical traditions to scientific positivism in 
the late nineteenth century to Edmund Husserl’s and Martin Heidegger’s 
phenomenologies of the early twentieth, Pound conducted his work in 
a period of philosophical and literary upheaval. Faith in language as a 
stable medium of thought and communication was severely challenged. 
The great shift of philosophy from epistemology, from the study of how 
we know, to ontology, the question of being itself, had a great effect on 
the ways in which we can conceive objective reality, our relationship to 
it, and the way we represent it. The Western metaphysical tradition was 
challenged from a number of directions, and language became central 
to this concern: speech shifted from being understood as the main me-
dium through which we encounter reality to being conceived as that 
which constitutes reality itself. There was a broad shift to the following 
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position: as our experience of reality is always bound through language, 
it is only through an intense study of the interior logic of language that 
we can understand our relationship to the world, and the cultures, art 
forms, people, and ideas it contains. This is what Richard Rorty has 
termed the ‘linguistic turn’ in philosophy.2

Identifying the ‘linguistic turn’ is both a matter of conjecture and rela-
tivity. One place to begin is the work of Gottlob Frege and his theory of 
reference.3 Frege conceived of language in mathematical terms, treating 
it as a series of logical propositions. In his Grundlage (1884), written one 
year before Pound’s birth, Frege proposed that sentences have meaning 
by virtue of being true or false, and this truth or falsehood is determined 
by each of the components of a sentence having a meaning, a reference, 
or, in Frege’s terms, Bedeutung.4 In his Sinn und Bedeutung (1892), Frege 
further expands his view by demonstrating that Bedeutung cannot be all 
that determines our understanding of language. While ‘Earth’ clearly 
refers to the planet Earth, it is not clear what the reference for ‘Odysseus’ 
is, and yet we are still able to understand stories told about the mythical 
character. Frege refers to this as the Sinn, or the ‘sense’ of a proposition, 
sentence, or text. Thus, a name, such as Odysseus, can have sense even if 
it does not have a direct reference.5 In 1905, Bertrand  Russell challenged 
this view in his ‘On Denoting’, a seminal text in the so-called analytic 
tradition. Russell held that names such as Odysseus are really shorthand 
descriptions. Thus ‘Odysseus’ does not necessarily refer to an individual 
object, but rather functions as a shorthand version of a description such 
as ‘the main character of the Odyssey’.6 Russell’s student, Ludwig Witt-
genstein, expanded such treatments of language and logic in his Tracta-
tus Logico-Philosophicus, wherein he explored the ways in which ‘the 
limits of my language mean the limits of my world’, a notion in which 
the boundaries of human perception and the capacity of human speech 
are seen as one and the same for the speaking subject.7

In some senses, however, what is often conceived of as a ‘linguistic 
turn’ was, in fact, a ‘semiotic turn’, in which the multifaceted issue of 
linguistic communication was brought to focus on the notion of the sign: 
that is, the unification of material and conceptual components of lan-
guage, and the way they ‘point’ towards external objects in reality. From 
the perspective of intersections between literary and linguistic treatments 
of language, the most influential figure has been Ferdinand de Saussure, 
whose Course in General Linguistics (1916) was both a summation of 
the linguistic approach and the seminal text in the foundation of semi-
otics, or the study of signs. Saussure was a professor of Sanskrit philol-
ogy and, after his death, his Course was assembled out of lecture notes 
taken down by his students. Although Saussure’s text is a summary and 
survey of many aspects of linguistic study, it has become most famous 
for its formulation of the linguistic sign. Saussure distinguishes, first, 
between the various objects of linguistic study: le langage (language – as 
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a general concept), la langue (an individual language, or tongue), and la 
parole (speech).8 He also outlines the two approaches to linguistic study: 
a linguist can study language diachronically, that is, language change 
across time, or synchronically, which constitutes a study of language 
use at any single point in time.9 The focus of structuralism is gener-
ally on the latter, the object of linguistics being language qua language. 
Saussure outlines an argument for the psychological construction of all 
human speech. Language, he argues, is composed of signs which refer to 
objects, or referents. The linguistic sign is itself made up of two parts: a 
sound image, or signifier (such as the word tree), and a mental concept, 
or signifier (such as an image of a tree in one’s mind). As Saussure writes, 
‘the linguistic sign unites, not a thing and a name, but a concept and a 
sound-image’.10 Following the work of the American philologist William 
Dwight Whitney, Saussure then asserts the fundamental arbitrariness of 
the linguistic sign: there is no fundamental link between the particular 
composition of the phonemes in the sound image, or signifier, and the 
particular image that comes to the speaker’s or listener’s mind. Rather, 
the connection between signifiers and signifieds is based on convention 
and communal use. That does not mean, however, that one can simply 
shift the meanings of words at will. Language, Saussure points out, is not 
so much communally determined or agreed upon, as it is culturally pre-
determined; all language users are born into a linguistic community both 
the language of which and the rules governing it have, by and large, long 
since been established. Saussure’s formulation of the linguistic sign has 
provided one of the bases for structuralism and for the general science of 
semiotics – or the study of ways in which signs and sign-systems struc-
ture our lives – of which he hoped linguistics would form a subcategory.

The semiotic foci of structuralist linguists culminated in the emer-
gence of post-structuralist theory in the 1960s, the point at which Pound 
stopped writing. It is here that the development of the linguistic-semiotic 
understanding of language had its most fruitful encounter with litera-
ture. In his famous essay ‘The Death of the Author’, Roland Barthes ex-
plores the implications of the focus on language in the twentieth century 
in terms of challenging the authority given to writers in determining the 
meaning of a given text:

Linguistics has recently provided the destruction of the Author with 
a valuable analytic tool by showing that the whole of the enuncia-
tion is an empty process, functioning perfectly without there being 
any need for it to be filled with the person of the interlocuters. Lin-
guistically, the author is never more than the instance writing, just 
as I is nothing other than the instance saying I: language knows a 
‘subject’, not a ‘person’, and this subject, empty outside of the very 
enunciation which defines it, suffices to make language ‘hold to-
gether’, suffices, that is to say, to exhaust it.11
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This is a radical inversion of our intuitive assumptions about language. 
Where one may believe that grammatical categories such as the pronoun 
I are constituted by the existence of individuals, Barthes argues that it is, 
in fact, the other way around, and we are led through our linguistic con-
ventions towards an unstable understanding of reality. According to this 
theory, literature does not necessarily point towards an external reality, 
but rather self-referentially draws attention to language’s fundamental 
and paradoxical status as the arbiter of reality. Should one use a meth-
odology of this kind to read Pound, for example, it would run up against 
the current of his own faith in the relationship between literature and 
lived experience. As was the case with Pound, should one take a more ho-
listic approach to language, relegating the notion of ‘signs’ to a less privi-
leged place, Barthes’s dismissal of speaking subjects (and the authority of 
the author), while immensely influential in and of itself, functions poorly 
as an explanation of the modernist understanding of language.

This brings us to the work of Martin Heidegger, whose career and no-
toriety, as Jean-Michel Rabaté points out, contains many parallels with 
Pound.12 In his late essay ‘Poetry’, Heidegger appears to argue a similar 
thesis to Barthes, with his famous dictum that ‘language speaks, not the 
man’.13 Heidegger attempts to isolate the function of language as language, 
readily admitting that individuals use language, but that it is not clear 
what language is as such, as divorced from those who use it.  Heidegger’s 
more phenomenological approach and unique terminology allow him a 
way of thinking about language outside of previous traditions, and in 
thinking about poetry, he developed the following thesis: the naming of 
things which occurs in language, and especially in poetry, ‘does not hand 
out titles, it does not apply terms, but it calls into the word’.14 That is to say 
that rather than language being a system of signs which point outwards 
to an external world, it is a kind of summoning, a creative act which calls 
the world inwards towards the speaking subject, thereby becoming the 
medium by which we, as writers and readers, encounter the world.

Certain questions can be drawn out from this: to what extent did 
Pound’s aesthetic innovations intersect with these philosophical and 
ideological revolutions? How far did Pound’s ideas about language re-
flect, challenge, engage with or ignore those of his time? And, most sig-
nificantly, what influence did his understanding of language have on his 
work? In this book, I trace the development of Pound’s understanding of 
language, from his early years as a student studying modern languages 
at Hamilton College and the University of Pennsylvania to the lyrical re-
flections of his Pisan Cantos, conceived when he was held in an open-air 
cage, isolated from his library and companions, for his part in support-
ing Mussolini’s Fascist government. It is worth remembering, however, 
that Pound’s work was, above all, literary. Insofar as there is a literary 
approach to language, language as considered by the poet as opposed to 
the linguist or the philosopher, Pound sought at all points to hew close 
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to it. As a way of introduction to this subject, it is perhaps best to begin 
by situating Pound in relation to what was primarily a literary discussion 
in order to determine the exact place of language (as a subject in and of 
itself) in Pound’s early career.

Le Mot Juste

The first question that needs to be determined regarding the relation-
ship between modernist poetry and writing is: what is poetic lan-
guage? Perhaps the best introduction to the question of language in 
twentieth- century literature is Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s ‘Letter of Lord 
 Chandos’, published in 1902. Hofmannsthal imagines a letter, dated 22 
August 1603, sent from the fictional writer Lord Chandos to the English 
philosopher Francis Bacon, a figure who would, incidentally, become 
 important for Pound. In his letter, Chandos apologises for having cut off 
correspondence with Bacon over the previous two years and for failing 
to have produced any literary work in that time. His failure, he explains, 
resulted from an existential crisis in which his previous understanding 
of the unity of the world fell apart: ‘everything disintegrated into parts, 
these parts again into parts’; a crisis which ruptures Chandos’s percep-
tion of the connection between word and world, for ‘single words floated 
around [him]’ and he was ‘led into the void’.15 Chandos retreats into the 
stable world of classical culture, but fails to find solace, and finds him-
self unable to write. Accepting his situation, he concludes that he cannot 
write another book, explaining to Bacon:

And this for an odd and embarrassing reason which I must leave to 
the boundless superiority of your mind to place in the realm of phys-
ical and spiritual values spread out harmoniously before your un-
prejudiced eye: to wit, because the language in which I might be able 
not only to write but to think is neither Latin nor English, neither 
Italian nor Spanish but a language none of whose words is known to 
me, a language in which inanimate things speak to me and wherein 
I may one day have to justify myself before an unknown judge.16

Hofmannsthal, in the guise of Chandos, raises a number of issues that 
would become central to twentieth-century linguistics, literature, and 
philosophy. The first is whether or not Chandos’s crisis is one of thought 
or language, and whether there is a distinction between the two. Is 
Chandos able to comprehend his crisis even if he does not have the lan-
guage to express it? Does the letter expose the general limits of language 
or the limits of Chandos’s personal understanding of the world? Does 
the fact that Hofmannsthal is able to express Chandos’s crisis in clear 
prose suggest that these crises can in fact be overcome in a refined use 
of language? Or, ultimately, does Hofmannsthal’s text simply gesture 
towards the abyss between the world and the language we use to express 
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it? Although Hofmansthal did not provide the answer to these questions 
himself, one way into this problem is a literary principle central to the 
development of the realist prose tradition and which Pound would later 
import into his poetics: le mot juste.

The concept le mot juste, or ‘the exact word’, is most often attributed 
to Gustave Flaubert, whose literary practice revolved around a language 
of precision, choosing the most appropriate word to characterise or de-
scribe the objects, scenes, or people that he wished to get across. For 
Flaubert, le mot juste was indicative of an aesthetic and philosophical 
temperament. Writing to the novelist George Sand in 1876, Flaubert ex-
plains his literary process:

The anxiety for external beauty which you reproach me with is for 
me a METHOD. When I discover a bad assonance or a repetition in 
one of my phrases, I am sure that I am floundering in error; by dint 
of searching, I find the exact expression which was the only one and 
is, at the same time, the harmonious one. The word is never lacking 
when one possesses the idea.17

Flaubert notes the materiality of his artistic medium on stylistic grounds, 
disapproving of unwanted, merely literary flourishes. But these questions 
of style are then connected to a philosophical and psychological faith in 
harmony between word and concept. It can seem difficult to reconcile 
Flaubert’s concept of an ‘exact’ phrase with an understanding of lan-
guage as a system of arbitrary signs, but it is worth noting that Flaubert 
refers only to the relationship between words and ideas. He does not 
refer to what constitutes the harmoniousness of word and concept, be 
it determined by use, history, society, natural law, or God, but rather 
simply asserts that a differentiated concept demands a word which dif-
ferentiates it. In general terms, then, we can say that the notion of le mot 
juste is the principle that differences in language should always stand for 
conceptual differences, and that, in using a different word or phrase, one 
differentiates one concept from another.

The importance of Flaubert for Pound is attested to in numerous 
places, but nowhere more striking than in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley 
(1920), Pound’s satiric, semi-autobiographical verse assessment of life 
as a literary ‘modern’ before, during, and after the trauma of the First 
World War. In the opening poem of the Mauberley sequence, ‘Ode pour 
l’Election de Son Sepulchre’, Pound includes a critique of his own career 
up to that point, one in which he was ‘bent resolutely on wringing lilies 
from the acorn’:

His true Penelope was Flaubert
He fished by obstinate isles;
Observed the elegance of Circe’s hair
Rather than the mottoes on sun dials.18
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Comparing himself to Odysseus, Pound sees himself as having navigated 
the misdirection of Anglophone literary culture; where the cultural norm 
is the analysis of ‘mottoes on sun dials’, Pound’s poetic thrust is towards 
the ‘elegance’ of divine beauty. This is not a mere celebration of aesthetic 
values over materialistic ones, but a unification of the aesthetic and the 
ethical in the figure of the mot juste. Throughout the various adventures 
of literary modernism, Flaubert weaves and unweaves the tapestry of 
language, a loyal, yet threatened, linguistic homestead.

Yet Pound was by no means the first to insist on the values of the 
mot juste. A generation earlier, Walter Pater, whom Pound would later 
deride for the ‘softness’ of his writings and convictions, had argued for 
the value of the mot juste as a principle.19 Pater built upon Flaubert’s 
ideas in his collection of essays, Appreciations (1889). See, for example, 
his opening statement in ‘Style’, which asserts that ‘all progress of mind 
consists for the most part in differentiation’.20 Pater’s essay is an early 
attempt to outline the value of the Flaubertian mot juste in English, and 
in it we find the role of the artist defined as the discrimination of differ-
ences in images and the rendering of this in appropriate language. For 
Pater, this is at the centre of the literary craft:

The one word for the one thing, the one thought, amid the multitude 
of words, terms, that might just do; the problem of style was there! – 
the unique word, phrase, sentence, paragraph, essay, or song, abso-
lutely proper to the single mental presentation or vision within.21

The role of the writer, then, is the careful, exhaustive search for the 
word or phrase that corresponds to what the writer sees in a way no 
other would. This must then be transmitted to the reader, which Pater 
describes in terms of an artistic address to an audience: ‘I want you 
to see precisely what I see’.22 At this point, Pater seems to approach a 
radical individualism, with the question of what constitutes the ‘proper’ 
word being its relation to the personal vision of the writer, rather than 
to an external reality. However, again with the assistance of Flaubert, 
he claims that

for every lineament of the vision within, the one word, the one ac-
ceptable word, recognisable by the sensitive, by others ‘who have 
intelligence’ in the matter, as absolutely as ever anything can be in 
the evanescent and delicate region of human language. The style, the 
manner, would be the man, not in his unreasoned and really unchar-
acteristic caprices, involuntary or affected, but in absolutely sincere 
apprehension of what is most real to him.23

The correctness of a word is determined, then, by the sincerity with 
which a writer describes the apprehended object. Such an understanding 
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has a tendency to slip into essentialism, but Pater’s meaning is some-
what different. What is significant here is the phrase ‘recognisable by 
the sensitive’, that is, the correct word is not simply one which draws 
the attention of the writer onto the thing described, but one that would 
draw the attention of others as well. Pater is careful to draw his terms 
on a conceptual plane rather than a material one, and the assumption at 
the basis of his thought is that if we share a language, we share certain 
conceptual elements as well. The object of good writing, then, is to draw 
these conceptual and linguistic elements as closely together as possible.

The possibility of stylistic precision, as suggested by Flaubert and 
 Pater, is one that is in equal parts clinical and mystical; while there is a 
clear attempt to represent subjectivity on an objective plane, this often 
has recourse to a series of essentialist metaphors. There is always a con-
ceptual gap in such explanations, as can be seen in Pater’s admission that 
language is an ‘evanescent and delicate region’. Pound notes this conflict 
in his essay series ‘I Gather the Limbs of Osiris’ (1912), where he claims 
that poetry must retain its powers of ‘vague suggestion’ as ‘our life is, 
in so far as it is worth living, made up in great part of things indefinite, 
impalpable’. Because the arts present these impalpable things to us, they 
matter so greatly to humanity. Poets thus aim to exploit the vagaries of 
human language in the elucidation of images, thoughts, and sensations, 
rather than the elucidation of language itself: it is on this point that po-
etry and linguistics divide. As Pound explains,

The artist discriminates, that is, between one kind of indefinability 
and another, and poetry is a very complex art. Its media are on the 
one hand the simplest, the least interesting, and on the other the 
most arcane, more fascinating. It is an art of pure sound bound in 
through an art of arbitrary and conventional symbols. In so far as it 
is an art of pure sound, it is allied with music, painting, sculpture; 
in so far as it is an art of arbitrary symbols, it is allied to prose. 
A word exists when two or more people agree to mean the same 
thing by it.24

There is a temptation here, of course, to recast Pound’s words in Sauss-
urian terms, but by the time Pound was writing this statement, the arbi-
trariness of language was something of an intellectual truism for those 
who had studied language at university, as Pound had. Pound’s terms 
capture not only the material basis of poetry: the cadences, rhythms, 
sounds and written marks, rhymes, and alliterations that we submit to 
analysis, but also the conceptual side, the process behind the poem’s 
production, the linguistic laws and communities which serve to limit it, 
and the functions and effects that it has.

It is notable that Pound’s material ‘pure sound’ does not include 
those ‘arbitrary symbols’.25 Contrary to the assumptions typical of the 
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‘linguistic turn’, Pound does not associate this arbitrariness with a sys-
temic analysis of the linguistic matrix. ‘Arbitrary’ has become a kind 
of literary shorthand for ‘unnatural’, but Pound’s lifelong dedication to 
technique, praxis, and later Aristotelian techne distance him from an 
analysis based on language as system. Where Roman Jakobson, for ex-
ample, sees linguistics and poetics as sub-disciplines of an overarching 
semiotics, Pound begins not with the sign but with the image, the tech-
nique, or the creative impulse: the sign in use.26 While it is of course 
naïve to separate language use from the linguistic matrixes in which a 
speech act occurs, and such a radical separation is not licensed anywhere 
by Pound, it is significant that his discussions of language are always 
focussed on the nature of signification or the thing signified, rather than 
a discussion of the structural relations of the signs themselves.

Pound’s most famous innovation of the mot juste tradition is, of course, 
the image: an importation of Flaubert’s prose principle into poetics. The 
impulse that encouraged Richard Aldington, H.D., and Pound to develop 
poetic Imagism can be traced to the ideas being discussed at The Poet’s 
Club in London between 1908 and 1914. The secretary of the club was 
the poet and philosopher, T.E. Hulme, who was greatly influenced by the 
work of French philosopher Henri Bergson. Hulme formulated well the 
linguistic problems to which the ‘image’ and the mot juste respond. 
 Unlike Pound, Hulme provides more overtly philosophical material for 
critics to work with. Although Pound was always at pains to play down 
the influence that Hulme’s ideas had on his own, the latter’s essays and 
talks revolve around the same questions that Pound sought to answer. In 
‘Romanticism and Classicism’ (published posthumously in 1924), Hulme 
thinks through the problems facing poets at the turn of the century in 
terms that characterise modernist poetic practice:

The great aim is accurate, precise and definite description. The first 
thing is to recognise how extraordinarily difficult this is. It is no 
mere matter of carefulness; you have to use language, and language 
is by its very nature a communal thing; that is, it expresses never the 
exact thing but a compromise – that which is common to you, me 
and everybody. But each man sees a little differently, and to get out 
clearly and exactly what he does see, he must have a terrific struggle 
with language; whether it be with words or the technique of other 
arts. Language has its own special nature, its own conventions and 
communal ideas. It is only by a concentrated effort of the mind that 
can hold it fixed to your own purpose.27

Hulme’s recognition of language as a communal, conventional, and yet 
unstable system is a perfect synthesis of problems to which the philoso-
phy of language attends. According to Hulme, language is an imperfect 
medium for the communication of individual thought (not to say objects 
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and external reality), poets in fact seek to overcome and compensate 
innate linguistic problems. Hulme continues to define prose as like al-
gebra, which he sees as ‘concrete things embodied in signs or counters 
which are moved about according to rules’. He argues that in prose, one 
only returns those signs or counters to the things they represent at the 
end of the process, thus introducing inevitable delay and confusion. Po-
etry, he argues, is an attempt to avoid this process with a freshness and 
clarity of presentation:

Poetry, in one aspect, at any rate, may be considered as an effort to 
avoid this characteristic of prose. It is not a counter language, but a 
visual concrete one. It is a compromise for a language of intuition 
which would hand over accusations bodily. It always endeavours to 
arrest you, and to make you continuously see a physical thing, to 
prevent you gliding through an abstract process. It chooses fresh ep-
ithets and fresh metaphors, not so much because they are new, and 
we are tired of the old, but because the old cease to convey a mind.28

The basic unit of poetry is not the same as ordinary language, in this 
sense: the basic meaningful unit of poetry is not necessarily the word, 
but the image. The image is, in the end, the result of a poetic struggle 
to overcome what Hulme sees as the deficiencies of common, conven-
tional language; the problem for Hulme, as for the post- structuralists 
later, is that this escape from common language cannot truly escape. 
Poetry is thus conceived as a more definite and accurate form of 
compensation.

Although Pound shared much of Hulme’s convictions, and clearly de-
rived much of his framing of the image from him, there are a number of 
important differences in their thought. Where Hulme sees poetry as an 
attempt to overcome language’s inherent failure to represent the mental 
apprehension of objects, Pound sees this as something of a fallacy. In 
‘I Gather the Limbs of Osiris’, Pound describes the attempts to capture 
an event such as sunrise in language:

It is bad poetry to talk much of the colours of the sunrise, though one 
may speak of our lady ‘of rosy fingers’ or ‘in russet clad’, invoking 
an image not present to the uninitiated; at this game the poet may 
surpass, but in the matter of the actual colour he is a bungler. The 
painter sees, or should see, half a hundred hues and varieties, where 
we see ten; or, granting we are ourselves skilled with the brush, how 
many hundred colours are there, where language has but a dozen 
crude names? Even if the poet understands the subtleties of grada-
tion and juxtaposition, his medium refuses to convey them. He can 
say all his say while he is ignorant of the reality, and knowledge of 
the reality will not help him say it better.29
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Pound’s difference from Hulme here is subtle but significant. Where 
Hulme sees poets as inevitably trapped by their medium, Pound over-
comes this apparent problem by suggesting an attempt such as the rep-
resentation of colour in poetry is misdirected. Language is not, in this 
case, an inevitably imperfect medium for the representation of reality, 
but rather simply the wrong medium. We may think of Dante’s descrip-
tion of the sunrise in Purgatorio: ‘Dolce color d’oriental zaffiro/ che 
s’accoglieva nel sereno aspetto del mezzo’ [‘soft colours of oriental sap-
phire/ gather themselves about the serene aspect of the horizon’].30 The 
reader’s attention is directed towards the impression and articulation 
by means of a metaphor (the oriental sapphire), rather than by plain 
description. Contrary to Hulme, who argues that language is inherently 
flawed, Pound discerns that it is not language itself which is flawed, but 
the use to which it is put.

At the time in which Pound wrote ‘I Gather the Limbs of Osiris’, 
Pound shared with Hulme a distinction between the language of po-
etry and common speech. Pound dismisses as a fallacy the notion 
that poetry should mimic ordinary language, and, echoing Milton, 
he claims ‘works of art attract by a resembling unlikeness’. That is, 
readers are attracted to poetry by coming into contact with the fa-
miliar ‘arranged more finely’: the distinction between poetic language 
and ordinary language is a question of form and use. Pound then 
advances to explain the importance of ‘technique’, which would re-
main a constant throughout his career, which he defines as ‘the clinch 
of the expression on the thing intended to be expressed’.31 Pound’s 
formula includes the intentionality between the image perceived and 
the perceiver; poetic language is distinguished by the creative pro-
cess, rather than by its passive inheritance of language’s inherent 
structures. This intense connection between expression and thing ex-
pressed is a dynamic process dependent on the active participation of 
writer and reader.

The struggle to determine the experience beyond language, the effort 
to capture the richness of perceived phenomena that cannot be delimited 
in ordinary words, is at the centre of the creation of one of Pound’s most 
famous poems, ‘In a Station of the Metro’.

The apparition of these faces in a crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.32

Pound’s two-line poem is prized for its fine, precise quality, its author 
making use of principles discerned from both Western and Eastern lit-
erary traditions. He overlays two images, the one of the ghostly quality 
of passing people in the city; the other of a natural world, the petals 
departed from their stems and caught on the trees in a storm. Pound’s ac-
count of the impression that this poem captures, included in his memoir 
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of the life of the painter Henri Gaudier-Brzeska (published 1916), is 
written in terms similar to those used by Hofmannsthal:

Three years ago in Paris I got out of a ‘Metro’ train at La  Concorde, 
and saw suddenly a beautiful face, and then another and  another, 
and then a beautiful child’s face, and then another beautiful 
woman,  and  I tried all that day to find words for what this had 
meant to me, and I could not find any words that seemed to me wor-
thy, or as lovely as that sudden emotion. And that evening, as I went 
home along the Rue Raynouard, I was still trying and I found, sud-
denly, the expression. I do not mean that I found words, but there 
came an equation…not in speech, but in little splotches of colour. 
It was just that – a ‘pattern,’ or hardly a pattern, if by ‘ pattern’ you 
mean something with a ‘repeat’ in it. But it was a word, the begin-
ning, for me, of a language in colour.33

The revelatory quality of Pound’s impression was not reflected in the 
composition of the poem, however. Initially, Pound struggled with his 
‘language in colour’ and composed a thirty-line poem. Eventually, he 
was able to reduce it to the two lines of the poem in its final form. In 
Pound’s rendering of his impression, his ‘image’, the conventional lan-
guages that he had inherited would not serve his purposes and could 
not be used to capture the complexity of the instant, much like Lord 
 Chandos’s ‘language none of whose words is known’. As Pound writes, 
‘any mind that is worth calling a mind must have needs beyond the 
existing categories of language’. In this sense, ‘all poetic language 
is the language of exploration’, a notion that leads him to conclude that  
‘the image is itself the speech. The image is the word beyond formulated 
language’.34 When we read ‘In a Station of the Metro’, then, the two im-
ages form a kind of sentence in a language beyond the conventional signs 
of ordinary speech or writing; Pound’s imagistic poetry shifts meaning 
from the interplay of the words onto the interplay of the images they 
describe. The intention is that we see beyond the word to the vision, as if 
we experience the vision ourselves. The purpose of the imagistic poem, 
in this sense, is to bind through in language the uniqueness of an experi-
enced image. To speak of the meaning of an imagist poem is to speak of 
the ‘meaning’ of phenomena.

What does this say about language and the nature of reference? And 
where does this map on the landscape of linguistic thought in the twen-
tieth century? A simple theory of reference, such as Saussure’s, is only 
of partial assistance. Pound rejects association with French Symbolism, 
claiming that the Symbolists ‘degraded the image to the status of a 
word’, that is, one thing standing for another. Symbolism, for Pound, 
is a proliferation of the semiotic, an extension of the already symbolic 
into another symbolic realm, whereas he conceives of a poetics which 
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must come to rest on the concrete and the definite, on the real. Pound’s 
‘image’ is not a symbol of external reality, but is a measure of our ex-
perience of reality; it is on these grounds that Pound compares his work 
with the visual arts:

The image is the poet’s pigment. The painter should use his colour 
because he sees or feels it. I don’t much care whether he is represen-
tative or non-representative. He should depend, of course, on the 
creative, not upon the mimetic or representational part in his work. 
It is the same in writing poems, the author must use his image be-
cause he sees it or feels it, not because he thinks he can use it to back 
up some creed or some system of ethics or economics.

An image, in our sense, is real because we know it directly. If it 
have an age-old traditional meaning this may serve as proof to the 
professional student of symbology that we have stood in the death-
less light, or that we have walked in some particular arbour of his 
traditional paradiso, but that is not our affair. It is our affair to 
render the image as we have perceived or conceived it.35

Pound does not claim that this language beyond words, nor the words 
that he uses to gesture towards it, reflects external reality as such, but 
rather that it is a mode of consciousness. His definition of ‘the real’ is 
one that negotiates between subjective experience and external reality, 
and his ‘image’ speech is the medium in which this is done. Poetry thus 
emerges as a meditation on states of consciousness and modes of being, 
all of which are ‘beyond formulated language’. Pound’s argument sug-
gests that, although a poet’s medium is words, the base material of po-
etry is the image. Le mot juste is thus that which best communicates the 
image ‘beyond formulated language’ and cannot simply be abstracted as 
a principle of language alone. Although the ‘linguistic turn’ encourages 
us to expect Pound to view language as both the material and subject 
of poetry, he saw it, first and foremost, as a tool put to use, directed 
towards subjects beyond linguistic matrices. The use of language is, for 
Pound, a multifaceted, creative process, always with the capacity to ex-
tend beyond itself. According to Pound, poetic language is, then, not an 
extension of ordinary speech, nor a privileged metalanguage intended 
to draw our attention to the function or disfunction of signs, but the 
ordering and patterning of images and melodies; its fundamental unit is 
not the word, but the image it calls.

Pound and Language in Literary Criticism

Although the genealogy of the mot juste and the image is reasonably 
well known, its linguistic implications for Pound have not been fully 
explored. From the stylistic treatments given by Donald Davie in Ezra 
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Pound: Poet as Sculptor (1964) and Hugh Kenner in The Pound Era 
(1971), Pound has been central to the way in which we conceive mod-
ernism. Although Pound’s numerous statements have been crucial to our 
understanding of his poetic practice, treatments of Pound’s work in re-
lation to twentieth-century linguistic theories have been rare. The most 
sustained account of Pound’s linguistic theory is Victor Li’s essay ‘Phi-
lology and Power: Ezra Pound and the Regulation of Language’ (1987), 
a thorough treatment of both Pound’s own statements and a number of 
his sources. Central to Li’s contention is that Pound is a ‘linguistic ide-
alist’. The assumptions of linguistic idealism, Li explains, are manifest 
in three ways: ‘(1) language is secondary to some primary reality…(2) 
language’s role is to represent or communicate aspects of that reality; 
and (3) language is most effective when it can communicate the real in 
the most unmediated and transparent way possible’.36 Li’s article, a sub-
stantial contribution to our knowledge of the ways in which Pound’s un-
derstanding of language developed over the course of his career, explores 
his work in relation to these three points, all of which Li believes to have 
been based on a fallacious attempt to bring language closer to nature.

While there is a great deal to commend in Li’s account, the notion of 
linguistic idealism, as well as its relation to Pound, requires some scru-
tiny. In the first instance, Li’s definition of linguistic idealism is atypical, 
taking it to stand in this case for a belief that language is a direct rep-
resentation of reality. Linguistic idealism, however, is most often asso-
ciated with precisely the opposite view. Discussing the work of Ludwig 
 Wittgenstein, G.E.M. Anscombe defines linguistic idealism as the belief 
that reality is the product of the languages we speak.37 This is, contrary 
to Li’s definition, an idealism which sees language as primary and real-
ity as a reflection of its structures and practices. Continuing the debate, 
 David Bloor offers a more moderate definition, defining linguistic ideal-
ism as ‘the claim that some truths or realities are created by our linguistic 
practices’. As a result, Bloor argues, ‘the contrast is with cases where 
language transmits or reflects an independent reality’.38 Richard Rorty 
similarly defines linguistic idealism as a position in which ‘what appears 
to us, or what we experience or what we are aware of, is a function of the 
language we use’.39 It is clear, then, that what Li, in fact, outlines is a kind 
of linguistic realism, and this is to a great extent discernible in Pound’s 
focus on the ‘natural object’ or his reliance on Fenollosa’s theories.

Li’s article raises a number of interesting questions about Pound’s 
work, many of which are complicated by the charge of ‘linguistic ideal-
ism’. The first problem is that Li suggests that the first point, language 
being secondary to an external reality, was one of Pound’s major conten-
tions; Pound’s poetic practice leads us to a slightly modified view, which 
is that language is secondary to our conception of reality. The question 
of whether language is constitutive of reality or vice versa was of less a 
concern for Pound than for the way in which it mediates it. The second 
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point, that it is the ‘role’ of language to represent or communicate real-
ity, is again more a product of our critical heritage than a point raised 
by Pound’s writing. The analysable relationship, in Li’s understanding, 
is between language and external reality, and it fails to account for the 
experiential and intentional aspects at the root of poetic activity. Li be-
lieves that Pound ascribes a particular role to language, but Pound rarely 
gives agency to abstract concepts or universals, and this does not reflect 
Pound’s focus on particulars and specific usages. Li’s third point, that 
Pound believes language to be most ‘effective’ when it communicates 
the ‘real’ requires the most investigation. While there is, indeed, a great 
deal of truth in Li’s summary of Pound’s belief, he focusses on the com-
municative aspects of that formulation, when the focus is perhaps better 
directed at ‘the real’. The terms under discussion here, idealism, realism, 
nominalism, conceptualism, and so on, are not theories of language, but 
theories of meaning and reality. The pertinent question Li deftly raises 
is, therefore: what does Pound’s understanding of language tell us about 
his understanding of reality? In this case, it is inevitable that the debate 
shifts from language to questions of reality. A further question is, then: 
to what extent does Pound’s understanding of language reflect a nomi-
nalist approach to truth and reality? This question is the subject of the 
final chapter of this book.

Philip Kuberski’s A Calculus of Ezra Pound (1992) takes a post- 
structuralist approach to Pound’s corpus. Kuberski begins by consider-
ing a curious remark of Jacques Derrida’s in Of Grammatology. Derrida 
argues that Pound’s and Fenollosa’s writings represents a rejection of 
logocentrism. He contends that Pound and Fenollosa belong to a tra-
dition of ‘decentred’ writing, which destabilises the supposedly fixed 
 categories of being and language upon which the Western philosophical 
tradition has supposedly depended for centuries. As Derrida writes,

The necessary decentering cannot be a philosophical or scientific act 
as such, since it is a question of dislocating, through access to an-
other system linking speech and writing, the founding categories of 
language and the grammar of the episteme. The natural tendency of 
theory – of what unites philosophy and science in the episteme – will 
push rather toward filling in the breach than toward forcing the clo-
sure. It was normal that the breakthrough was more secure and pen-
etrating on the side of literature and poetic writing: normal also that 
it, like Nietzsche, at first destroyed and caused to vacillate the tran-
scendental authority and dominant category of the episteme: being. 
This is the meaning of Fenollosa whose influence upon Ezra Pound 
and his poetics is well-known: this irreducibly graphic poetics was, 
with that of Mallarmé, the first break in the most entrenched West-
ern tradition. The fascination that the Chinese ideogram exercised 
on Pound’s writing may thus be given all its historical significance.40
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Derrida’s notion of ‘historical significance’ is meant in the sense that 
we should be aware of the gravity of Fenollosa’s and Pound’s achieve-
ments and that their work should be considered as an embodiment of 
a  Heideggerian reconsideration of the relationship between speech and 
being. By putting Pound in the same category of ontological thought 
as Nietzsche, Heidegger, and, in fact, himself, Derrida is reinterpreting 
the role of poetry. Although Pound’s own philosophical outlook was far 
from this tradition, Derrida is, in fact, assigning poetry the same cultural 
and historical significance that Pound did, if in a radically different way. 
I will discuss this quotation and the problems it raises in more detail in 
Chapter 2, but one immediate problem is that Derrida misreads Pound’s 
interest in the ideogram as a ‘decentring’, ontological endeavour. Not 
only does Pound rarely raise or question the notion of being in the con-
text of Fenollosa, but Pound’s work is far from ‘decentred’. Rather, the 
Cantos, particularly in the late 1930s and afterwards record an attempt 
to return human culture, particularly European culture, to a lost centre. 
Pound’s use of Fenollosa, were it to have a philosophical bent, would, 
in fact, be a radical re-centring of Western and oriental culture on to a 
shared basis in historical, natural, and (above all) poetic processes.

Derrida does not continue to explain how his terms relate to Pound’s, 
nor how Pound fits into the tradition he assigns him, but Kuberski takes 
up this challenge. A Calculus of Ezra Pound is an engaging and deeply 
valuable assessment of the various ways in which Pound’s work engages 
with language and semiotic ideas. While Pound’s work has long inter-
ested post-structuralist critics, the Cantos, for all of their political grav-
ity and controversy and all of their philosophical statements, tend to 
resist deconstructive analysis. One reason for this may be that Pound 
often names his sources and authorities in the text, giving the impres-
sion that binary oppositions that make up the poem are already laid 
bare. Another reason could be that Pound’s sources are often outside of 
the dominant Western political and philosophical traditions upon which 
desconstructive analyses often focus as a point of opposition. Kuberski 
does not deconstruct the Cantos as such, but rather provides an explora-
tion of the ways in which Pound’s writing may or may not represent the 
‘break’ that Derrida gestures towards in Of Grammatology. Kuberski 
argues that Pound’s work can be characterised by tensions between a 
commitment to modernist poetics and a faith in anti-modern ideology 
and aesthetics (such as his belief in Mussolini, his treatment of Sigis-
mundo Malatesta, or his use of Aristotelian notions of techne). Seen this 
way, Pound’s is a project which works against the ‘relativizing tendencies 
of Freud, Saussure, and Einstein’ by attempting to ‘put the word, self, 
and atom back together again’.41 Kuberski concludes that with regard to 
language and writing, The Cantos are distinctly anti-modern, writing 
that ‘Pound may, far from being an advocate of modernism, be seen 
as its first critic, and his poetry may be seen as an attempt to employ 
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innovation to motivate the sign – not finally to sever it from ideologi-
cal anchoring points’.42 While Kuberski, like Li, provides an excellent 
account of the issues Pound raises for us today, the prism of semiotics 
distorts our ability to assess Pound’s approach on its own terms. While 
literary studies begins its understanding of language with a theory of the 
sign, Pound’s approach is far more holistic. As I have suggested, Pound 
rarely conceived of language as system. While Kuberski’s interpretation 
of Pound in a semiotic context is an invaluable contribution, its focus on 
the semiotic aspects of language reduces what was for Pound a broad 
issue to a narrow focus on signs.

One way in which Pound’s broad approach to language has been dis-
cussed is translation. In the last few decades, translation has become 
central to our understanding of literary language, and Pound has been 
at the centre of this discussion. Translation focusses our understanding 
of the relationship between words and phrases, thought, and the world, 
as well as the intense and intractable connection between language and 
culture. There has been a great deal of critical attention paid to Pound’s 
work in relation to translation, from Ming Xie’s ‘Pound as Translator’ 
to the broader studies of Laurence Venuti and Daniel Katz. These stud-
ies have served to build a clear picture of the ways in which transla-
tion infuses not simply Pound’s understanding of the way languages 
and cultures interact, but also his entire poetic practice: as Daniel Katz 
has written, ‘for Pound, poetry is translation’.43 Understanding the im-
portance translation held in Pound’s conception of his work is essen-
tial for understanding the cultural negotiations of the Cantos. Echoing 
Pound’s account quoted at the end of this introduction, Katz terms the 
language of the Cantos as ‘post-English’, as the text cannot be said to 
rely simply on the structures and vocabulary of any one linguistic code. 
As Katz explains, this is ‘not only because [the Cantos] feature many 
foreign languages, but because no particular English remains against 
which the foreign tongues can be measured, it too having become an 
untethered “series of Englishes”’.44 Translation is essential, therefore, 
in understanding three key aspects of Pound’s poetics: the relationship 
between languages, language as cultural negotiation, and the language 
of the Cantos. As Katz’s study reminds us, the Cantos do not simply 
take place in a ‘series of Englishes’, but also in Chinese, Egyptian hi-
eroglyphs, French, German, Italian, and Spanish, among other national 
languages and diagrams. The poem fluctuates between translation and 
non-translation, blurring the distinction between the creative process 
behind the two. It is perhaps better, in light of the dynamism to which 
translation points, not to speak of Pound’s theory of language, but 
rather his approach to languages. This subject is given more treatment 
in Chapters 2 and 3.

Another significant area of study is, of course, Pound’s politics. In re-
cent decades, from Robert Casillo’s A Genealogy of Demons (1987) and 
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Tim Redman’s Ezra Pound and Italian Fascism (1991) to current work 
by Matthew Feldman and David Barnes, critics have considered the role 
that Pound’s fascism and anti-Semitism have played in his poetry.45 Peter 
Nicholls frames Pound’s politics in discussion of the relation between his 
economic theories and his language of ‘rectification’: that is, a desire for 
a clear and precise language conducive to good economics.46 Nicholls 
draws on the essential unities between Pound’s aesthetics and his poli-
tics, providing a clear model for Poundian scholarship wishing to work 
on either. In his Language, Sexuality, and Ideology in Ezra Pound’s 
Cantos, Jean-Michel Rabaté deftly draws together the wide range of 
Pound’s interests to focus on his critique of metaphysics through lan-
guage and history, an approach that Rabaté links with Heidegger. The 
1930s crystallise Rabaté’s comparison, as both Heiddeger and Pound 
‘responded to the tide of history as it swept over Europe, while maintain-
ing the claims of a foundational approach to language’.47 Where Rabaté 
provides a Lacanian exposition of the way in which Pound posits the 
speaking subject as the ‘Other’ of language, my task in this book is al-
ways to maintain a closer relationship between the two. Nevertheless, 
as Rabaté demonstrates, one cannot speak of language alone. Culture, 
history, and psychology (and, as Rabaté suggests, sexuality, though this 
is beyond the scope of this book) all play a fundamental role in the 
determination of the linguistic structures that we inhabit and use; in 
Pound’s case, there is the underlying question of the extent to which his 
own theories of culture, history, and psychology interact with language. 
Indeed, from the 1930s on, his understanding of all three became in-
flected with the racial and anti-Semitic theories he indulged. As Michael 
North has shown in his The Dialect of Modernism (1998), even Pound’s 
technique of mimicking accents and dialects became a response to his 
interest in race.48 Rabaté and North demonstrate that discussions of 
the relationship between language, language use, and literary style must 
take questions of culture or identity into account.

The Argument and Structure of the Book

One of the methodologies of this book has been to ‘bracket off’ both 
structuralist and post-structuralist treatments of language as far as pos-
sible in order to offer a recovery of Pound’s work on the terms in which 
he himself would have understood it. This is not to challenge semiotic 
theories per se, but rather solely to allow a number of neglected voices 
to come through louder and more clearly. With the advent of semiotic 
models of language in the study of literature, Pound’s work has often 
been appropriated into discourses and debates which, while eminently 
necessary, have blurred somewhat our notion of how he would have 
understood his work himself. The dominant approach to discussing 
the relationship between modernism and language has been to rely on 
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structuralist or post-structuralist treatments of the linguistic sign. It is 
the role of linguistics, Saussure argues, to analyse the system of language 
as system, whether synchronically (that is, the system as it appears in an 
instant of time) or diachronically (changes in the system across time). 
Meaning is thus reduced to the interaction of signs and semiotic ac-
counts of language are often further reduced to the analysis of the sign 
itself.49 Applied to literary studies, it is the role of critics to formalise 
the structures of literary texts (whether intrinsic or intertextual) and to 
see the ways in which these arbitrary signs take effect in texts. With the 
advent of post-structuralism, the faith in the structure of these texts was 
challenged, most notably by Jacques Derrida, who critiqued Saussure’s 
understanding of ‘difference’ as lacking a temporal quality. Derrida ar-
gues that Saussure relies on ‘difference’ as a kind of originary, ‘transcen-
dental signified’, which, in fact, draws attention to the instability of the 
concept itself.50 Saussure’s understanding of all meanings as negatively 
constituted, Derrida argues, actually draws attention to the instability of 
language, seeing as signs by their nature stand for absences. Language, 
therefore, draws attention to our ontological instability. Literary texts, 
particularly literary modernism, according to such a view, draw atten-
tion to the ways in which language manifests this ontological instability. 
The problem with such a view is that, if literary analysis is too reductive 
to the status and structure of signs, and their interaction, the difference 
between texts is somewhat obscured. What unites both structuralism 
and post-structuralism is its focus on discussions of language through 
the lens of the sign; Pound’s approach, by contrast, is, on the one hand, 
pragmatic and, on the other hand, holistic. While he grants the arbi-
trariness of linguistic signs, his work is far more concerned with the 
non-arbitrary aspects of language, its material conditions, physiology, 
its history, its cultural connections, and its psychological bases. This 
book is an attempt to understand Pound’s theory of language in a way 
that does not reduce to the sign.

For all the manifold achievements of both structuralism and post- 
structuralism, there has recently been a movement towards revising 
the semiotic focus of the twentieth century. In her excellent recent 
study, Saussure’s Philosophy of Language as Phenomenology, Beata 
 Stawarska challenges the general conception that Saussure was the orig-
inator of structuralism and its focus on systemic analysis.  Stawarska 
argues that Saussure really requires a phenomenological understanding 
of the relationship between signs, thought, and world in order to fully 
appreciate his ideas. Stawarska calls for a ‘linguistic phenomenology’ in 
which language is ‘encountered subjectively, within the consciousness 
that a language user has of being involved in language-bound practices 
of speaking, listening, and writing’.51 In many ways, I have attempted 
a similar revision of our understanding of Pound in particular, and 
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modernism more generally. Rather than focus on the linguistic sign, I 
have tried to restore the debate around the literary understanding of lan-
guage to the terms in which it was understood at the time, particularly 
with regard to thought. The nature of arbitrary signs was, of course, 
a part of this debate, but it had nothing like the centrality implied by 
scholarship in the structuralist and post-structuralist traditions.

In particular, I am interested in a recovery of the speaking subjects and 
creative acts. For all the merits of semiotic accounts of language, they 
have a tendency to subsume the notion of subjectivity within debates 
around language systems, culture, and ontology, and to reduce discus-
sions around language to a focus on what Pound terms the most ‘mun-
dane’ element of language, the sign. Where Pound writes of ‘the clinch 
of the phrase onto the thing intended to be expressed’, our critical in-
heritance encourages a reading which sees this in terms of a relationship 
between utterance and linguistic matrix, between sign and system. Seen 
thus, it is clear why Pound is often seen as a kind of linguistic reaction-
ary with a faith in some natural connection between word and thing. A 
‘linguistic phenomenology’ of the kind that Stawarska encourages, how-
ever, allows us to see this relationship in wider complexity by restoring 
the speaking subject and its activity, to expand beyond the sign into the 
totality of human experience. Pound’s emphasis on poetry as craft, as an 
art of making, means we cannot reduce our understanding of language 
to a connection between signs and the systems governing them. It is the 
role of the poet to direct language towards intentional objects or ideas, 
and it is the extent of this directedness that constitutes poetic language.

Although I have spoken of the need to ‘bracket off’ structuralism, 
this is a solely theoretical exercise, and Saussure remains a prominent 
voice in this study. In another recent revision of Saussurian linguis-
tics, Armin Burkhardt has argued that scholarship often ignores a 
significant distinction in Saussure’s work between arbitrariness and 
‘motivation’ (the assigning of meaning to a phrase on the basis of pre-
determined limits). In a close reading of the Course in General Lin-
guistics, Burkhardt argues that the arbitrariness of linguistic signs is 
offset against and restricted by a process of ‘motivating’ signs towards 
objects or concepts: at the moment in which one selects a new work for 
a concept, one is limited by certain factors: be they historical meanings, 
social contexts, and aesthetic considerations. Forming a new word of 
compounds, for example, Burkhardt argues, cannot be arbitrary as 
‘compounds are always motivated (but not completely determined) by 
their components (at least not in a historical perspective)’.52 In other 
words, the coining of phrases is always limited by certain conditions, 
including pre- existing linguistic forms. Saussure’s most profound in-
sight, according to Burkhardt, lies in demonstrating that over time 
even these ‘ motivated’ signs lose their meaning and become arbitrary 
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in conventional usage. The history of language is a process of fluctu-
ation between motivation and arbitrariness: ‘motivation stands at the 
beginning and arbitrariness at the end of a word’s historical career’.53 
Pound’s aesthetic and epistemological concerns lead him to stand reso-
lutely at the outset of this linguistic arc.

The broadly chronological divisions that I have made in this book 
cannot be separated neatly. I have tried, however, to match them with 
important poetical and theoretic shifts in Pound’s work. In this book, 
I have investigated five aspects of Pound’s approach to language. In 
Chapter 1, I explore the ways in which Pound’s background in philol-
ogy, particularly Germanic philology, influenced his approach to po-
etry and translation. Pound’s lifelong animosity towards the academic 
study of literature and language has obscured the numerous debts he 
owed it in his practice. In Chapter 2, I reassess Pound’s understanding 
of Fenollosa’s The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for Poetry, 
arguing that it is to be understood in terms of a modernist commitment 
to internal reality and consciousness, a discussion that requires disen-
tangling from our current focus on semiotics. In Chapter 3, I explore 
Pound’s linguistic relativism in relation to an anthropological shift in 
modernist culture. In particular, I look at the linguistic implications of 
Pound’s reading of Lucien Levy-Bruhl and Leo Frobenius. Chapters 4 
and 5 can be taken together as two related explorations of Pound’s at-
tempt to resolve the relationship between particulars and universals in 
language. In the former, I look at Pound’s brief but enlightening engage-
ment with international languages. Pound was interested in the work of 
C.K. Ogden and his Basic English project, exploring the ways in which 
Ogden’s views of language correspond with Pound’s. In the final chapter, 
I look at the final sections of Pound’s Cantos, from the Pisan Cantos to 
‘Drafts and Fragments’, reading them in relation to Pound’s attempt to 
find an aesthetic and philosophical theory that will bind them together. 
In the ‘Afterword’, I attempt to pull out the implications that this has 
for Pound’s understanding of language, and modernist debates around 
language’s capabilities in general.

What I attempt in this book is a twofold recovery. On the one 
hand, I hope to lay the foundations for understanding Pound’s career 
in light of his complex view of language, relating this not only to the 
traditions in which he saw himself working, but also to our broader 
understanding of modernism and linguistic theories. To modernist 
studies, I hope to contribute to the rediscovery of a number of strands 
of thought picked up not only by Pound, but by his contemporaries 
as well. On the other hand, and related to this first task, I hope to 
recover a literary understanding of language, distinct from the struc-
turalist and post-structuralist ideas literary studies has inherited. 
By ‘bracketing off’, so to speak, the semiotic approach to language, 
I hope to restore to current debates a literary approach to language 
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which draws on longstanding continuities and shifts in poetry and 
prose which consider the speaking subject, style, and notions of re-
ality at their centre. In doing so, I suggest that the structuralist and 
post-structuralist focus on the linguistic sign is at once too reductive 
and too abstract to capture the various aesthetic, cultural, historical, 
psychological, political, and, above all, personal limitations which 
condition linguistic choices.

In 1934, Pound provided a retrospective account of the difficulties 
that he faced in establishing his poetic voice early in his career. As 
Pound makes clear, the problems he faced revolved around the history 
of language as well as the relationship between language and thought. 
They also, significantly, as I hope to show, indicate the importance of 
the individual mind in the use of language. Pound’s retrospective ac-
count captures the problems he had in distinguishing himself from his 
forebears:

What obfuscated me was…the crust of dead English, the sediment 
present in my own vocabulary – which I, let us hope, got rid of a 
few years later. You can’t go round this sort of thing. It takes six or 
eight years to get educated in one’s art, and another ten to get rid of 
that education.

Neither can anyone learn English, one can only learn a series of 
Englishes. Rossetti made his own language. I hadn’t in 1910 made 
a language, I don’t mean a language to use, but even a language to 
think in.

(LE, 193–194)

Language was, for Pound, the tool, the medium, and ultimately the form 
of thought. What this book is, then, is the story of a modernist poet’s 
attempt to find a ‘language to think in’. As with any language, there 
are contexts and histories and personal preferences that influence the 
phrases; there is an inherited grammar and syntax; there are rules to 
be obeyed for the sake of understanding. There is the ubiquitous prob-
lem of how to translate one language into another, and the difficulty of 
compensating for what is lost in the process: ‘Shall two know the same 
in their knowing?’ Pound asks in Canto XCIII, to which we may ask 
the respondent question: how would we know? (XCIII.651). There is, of 
course, language change across time and morphology; there is the diffi-
culty in  attending to the processes of meaning and the problem of how 
signs work. There is, as Pound was to discover towards the end of his 
career, the problem of silence in the face of the incommunicable: a prob-
lem raised by Hofmannsthal and Wittgenstein alike. Above all, however, 
there is the fact that human language binds us as a species (for all our 
division), and that poetry and literature generally, the art of language, de-
pend upon its variety, its beauty and sublimity, and its uncanny success.
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